Enhancement of the accuracy of the simplified modal method for designing a subwavelength triangular grooves grating.
The validity and accuracy of the simplified modal method for a highly efficient transmission subwavelength triangular grating are fully and quantitatively evaluated by a comparison of diffraction efficiencies predicted from the modal method to exact results calculated by a rigorous coupled wave analysis. The larger errors are revealed in smaller periods and in lower groove depths. More importantly, with the consideration of the reflection loss of the two propagating modes, the accuracy of the simplified modal method is significantly enhanced. The calculated diffraction efficiencies are in good agreement with the results of the vector method. This enhanced simplified modal method can be effectively used in the design of a shallower subwavelength grating. It is important to note that the consideration of the modal reflection loss can be applicable to any dielectric diffraction structure, e.g., the rectangular grating, in which the accuracy of the simplified modal method could be excellently improved to more exactly design a grating.